FullStack Developer (JavaScript)
●

Sydney, Australia

●

Bali, Indonesia

Industry

Computer Software

Employment type

Fulltime
Experience

MidSenior level

Job Function

Software Development
Job Description
Be a part of an energetic and fast moving team that delivers incredible, innovative
improvements to our Secure Code Warrior platform. Using Node.js and Angular, we create a
rich, interactive and engaging user experience. You will be part of the core development
team that makes this gamified platform a success and have close contact with our
management to agree on future improvements, client requirements and deliver quality code
accordingly.

About You
You are a passionate software engineer with some years (38) of professional experience
and are a problem solver. You should be fascinated by coding efficiently using Mongo,
Koa.js, Node.js and Angular.js, but also have the diversity for the occasional deep dive into
C#, Java, ObjectiveC, Ruby or Python.
If you know something about SQL injection, crosssite scripting, remote code execution and
the OWASP Top 10 that just makes us like you even more as we do not have to explain
what we do.
You should be keen to work in a dynamic and young startup environment to help us build
new features in the frontend or backend of our platform using agile development. We do
not have any official working hours and we do give you a lot of freedom, but we require that
you take up accountability, be a team player and deliver with quality and security in mind.

About Us
We are a software tech startup located in Sydney CBD that wants to improve developer
security knowledge around the world. We serve some of the big financial institutes in
Australia, Europe and the US.
Our backgrounds are pretty diverse with an Iranian, an Argentinian hopping around the
world, three Aussies with different ethnic backgrounds, an Irishman having spent most of his
time in US/UK and a chocolateeating Belgian guy. What do we have in common? We want
to make the cyber world a safer place by improving security at the source.
Secure Code Warrior is an innovative platform that will change how companies identify, use
and train security talent in their development communities. It allows an organisation to
measure, benchmark and improve secure coding skills of both inhouse and outsourced
developers. It uses gamebased coding challenges to assess the developers in their
preferred coding language, provides positive reinforcement to keep them engaged, and
creates healthy competition between developers and teams to foster a security culture.
PS: We also love geeky stuff like playing with the latest tech, watching FPV drone racing,
chocolate, video games, foosball and pizza.

